
In his keynote address at SEMICON West on 

Wednesday morning, Jeffrey Welser, Ph.D. 

described a future of computing that looks 

fundamentally different than what we expe-

rience now. Dr. Welser, the Vice President 

and Lab Director of IBM Research-Almaden, 

discussed ways in which hardware and soft-

ware engineers alike are looking to fuse neu-

roscience with computer science to drive new 

opportunities to the next level.

Dr. Welser described what IBM Research 

is learning from how our brains process infor-

mation to begin to build networks more like 

neural networks.

In this case, it would be just layers of very 

simple computations, that would take inputs 

from the layer ahead of it, sum them up to a 

certain computation, and pass them on to the 

next layer,” Welser explained to his audience. 

“And all you could really do was sort of adjust 

the weights of connections.”

Welser says this is very much like we think 

the brain works; however, up until recent years, 

there hadn’t been enough data in existence or 

adequate computing power to make it an effi-

cient or useful processing method. But starting 
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in the earlier 2010s, error rates of experimen-

tal neural networks began to go down and by 

2015, Welser said IBM actually surpassed the 

ability of humans’ image recognition. 

“It’s really quite interesting now that it’s be-

coming something you can utilize,” said Welser.

Welser said IBM is making more advances 

toward continuing to improve GPUs and algo-

rithms for neural networking and its uses in AI, 

which, he said, is just an extension of what we 

use to call “big data” in the past. AI analyzes 

much less structured data in ways similar to 

how CPUs run big data analytics, except AI 

doesn’t just analyze databases of numbers and 

texts, but also things like images or audio or 

natural language.

“Our big data analytics pretty much solely 

ran on CPUs,” said Welser. “If you look at why 

AI works today on deep learning, it is because 

we use things like FPJs and GPUs, which can 

do massive parallelization of these fairly simple 

calculations necessary to make a neural net 

work. And so they’ve become very efficient as 

I’ve said, they can actually better than us at ac-

tually making decisions in image recognition.”

Welser told his audience that IBM is going 

to find more efficient ways of connecting the 

GPUs and beyond, into 

the realm of quantum 

computing.

The basic difference, 

Welser described, be-

tween a quantum system 

and a traditional system 

is the bits of information, 

which, in a traditional 

system, is always a one 

or a zero. In quantum 

computing, qubits, or 

quantum bits, are used – 

which is a quantum state 

that can be a one or a zero 

or it can be a superposi-

tion of both.  

“The two key attri-

butes you need to take 

advantage of if you’re 

going to use quantum 

computing, one is super 

position,” said Welser. 

“The ability of that qubit 

to be some proportion of 

one and zero in a linear superposition between 

them. But also it’s the idea that you can en-

tangle two qubits, so you can actually set the 

two qubits so that they both are in a probability 

state between one and zero. But once you mea-

sure one or manipulate one, it actually changes 

what the other ones are doing. And in fact you 

can do that among a huge number of qubits, 

and no matter how far apart they are, as soon 

as you do make a manipulation to one, it ma-

nipulates all of them simultaneously.”

If you’re a quantum physicist, this new type 

of computing could give you a massive paral-

lelization in terms of the kinds of calculations 

you can do and the number of different states 

you could test at the same time.

“And it’s this exponential increase in the 

number of states you can represent and ma-

nipulate once that really gives the power be-

hind the quantum computer, if you can map 

the problem appropriately,” said Welser. 

IBM put out the world’s first quantum 

computer in May 2016, which was a five-qubit 

system. There’s now a 16-qubit system in ex-

istence as well. However, “there are certain 

calculations that you literally cannot do on a 

classical system, no matter how big you intend 

to build the system,” said Wesler. “But if you 

had a quantum system, and they were good, 

noise-free, perfect quantum bits, you could do 

with about 160 qubits. We’re wrestling with 50 

qubits today, so that’s not that far in the future.

“So, this is kind of like Moore’s Law on ste-

roids, right?” he said.

“I think this is a great time to be in the hard-

ware business, because it’s getting fun and in-

teresting again to use the materials and device 

exploration,” Wesler concluded. “There are 

going to be a lot of challenges to do it to get to 

these next levels of computing, but at the same 

time, I think they’re going to offer some really 

interesting tools to advance how quickly we 

can do those sorts of experiments.”

Moore’s Law cont’d from p 1
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The innovative process of extreme ultraviolet 

lithography, known in its short form as EUVL 

or EUV, is the next generation lithography 

technology that leading semiconductor chip-

makers plan to use in the manufacturing of the 

most advanced semiconductor components. 

This technology has an historic importance, 

as it is enabling the continued extension of 

Moore’s Law. The immediate challenge for 

EUV is the tool uptime. 

AS EUVL enters high volume production, 

there is a strong need to optimize system avail-

ability, and one of the most important factors 

in doing so is tied to the availability and per-

formance of the EUVL tool sub fab vacuum 

and exhaust gas management sub-system. 

“Never at any other time in the history of 

Moore’s Law has it been so acute for the sub 

fab to understand the critical importance of the 

EUV lithography platform,” said Niall Walsh, 

Program Development Manager at Edwards.

Although vacuum and abatement equip-

ment is common place in semiconductor fabs, 

the vacuum and abatement sub-system for an 

EUVL tool presents a subtly different chal-

lenge to the conventional philosophy in the 

sub-fab. On one hand, the required availability 

on other process tools (such as CVD and etch) 

is restricted by the necessity to perform sched-

uled maintenance activities on those tools as 

well as the sub-fab equipment due to harsh-

ness of those processes. On the other hand, 

for EUVL 100% availability of the vacuum and 

abatement subsystem would ultimately be re-

quired so as not to restrict wafer throughput. 

Consequently, the ability of this vacuum and 

abatement sub-system to manage the process 

tool gases continuously and safely in all tool 

states is integral to delivering maximum avail-

ability of the process tool.

To address the new re-

quirements, Edwards has 

established a platform on its 

EUV Zenith system (Figure 

1) that enables system health 

monitoring via remote con-

nectivity to equipment 

parameters. This enables 

rapid response time by im-

mediate access to in house 

subject matter experts for 

the predictive and correc-

tive maintenance activities 

for improving tool operation 

and overall availability. “With over 10 years of 

enabling EUV from a sub fab perspective, our 

innovative leading technology solutions and 

systemization capabilities continue to strive 

to enable maximum EUV process up-time and 

yield within a managed safe environment,” 

Walsh said. 

The ASML EUVL Process and Tool en-

vironment is driven around availability and 

productivity performance where reliability and 

process stability stands high in the require-

ments ranking for product and equipment 

needs. Defining that very need, from a sub 

fab perspective, is captured in the SEMI E10 

standard, which establishes a generic way of 

measuring equipment performance and pro-

ductivity through the definition of six basic 

equipment states (Figure 2).

Here are a number of key initiatives and pro-

cesses to maximize the EUV Zenith availability:

• An Availability Matrix to understand reliabil-

ity and availability loss of system components 

during design phase and field operation re-

sulting in identified availability projects

• A known issues management process which 

actively addresses faults if and when they 

arise driven by our global installed base (ISB), 

of over 100 dedicated EUV sub systems en-

abling lessons learned for further improving 

both scheduled and unscheduled activities

• As a result, a continuous improvement pro-

gram can be designed to ensure the sub fab 

vacuum and exhaust gas management sub-

system delivers the maximum EUVL Tool 

uptime possible

• In addition, the process of continuous feed-

back of existing PM schedules and timings 

ensures a continuous focus on improving 

overall availability

“We have an availability matrix and known 

issues monitoring process. We have a continu-

ous improvement program. We have a really 

close collaboration and partnerships and with 

end customers and OEMs. All these coupled 

together drive our availability program and 

our improvement,” said Walsh. 

Walsh said they have also initiated projects 

to drive towards the “golden number” of 99.9% 

availability. “The ASML system continues to 

evolve as does ours,” Walsh explained. “The 

global installed base that we support is more 

than 100 systems dedicated to EUV. It’s quite 

an installed base and with the onset of high 

volume manufacturing now at different cus-

tomer locations that figure could double in the 

coming years.”

Figure 1. Edwards has established a platform on its EUV 
Zenith system that enables system health monitoring via 
remote connectivity to equipment parameters.

Figure 2. The SEMI E10 standard establishes 
a generic way of measuring equipment 
performance and productivity through the 
definition of six basic equipment states.

Maximizing EUVL System 
Availability 
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Simone Bertolazzi, Technology & Market An-

alyst, Memory, Mike Howard, VP of DRAM 

& Memory Research, and Walt Coon, VP of 

NAND & Memory Research at Yole Dével-

oppement (Yole)

Despite some cyclicality and seasonality, 

the stand-alone memory market has expe-

rienced extraordinary growth over the past 

decade. This has been driven by important 

megatrends, such as mobility, cloud com-

puting, artificial intelligence (AI), and the 

Internet of Things (IoT). 

NAND and DRAM account 

together for around 97% 

of the overall stand-alone 

memory market. Their 

revenues hit a record high 

of around US$160 billion 

in 2018, registering an im-

pressive compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 32% 

between 2016 and 2018.

At the end of 2018, both 

NAND and DRAM markets 

started experiencing over-

supply caused by unseason-

ably weak demand, includ-

ing lower than- expected 

smartphone sales and a slowdown in data-

center demand. DRAM prices are projected 

to decline by around 40% this year and likely 

will not increase again until 2020. For NAND, 

the outlook is more positive with potential for 

improving market conditions in the second 

half of 2019.

In the long-term, NAND and DRAM rev-

enues are forecast to grow with CAGR2018-

2024 of 4% and 1% respectively

Market concentration has accelerated dra-

matically in the last decade and is now very 

high, with three dominant NAND and DRAM 

players, namely Samsung, Micron, and SK 

Hynix, and two pure NAND players, namely 

Toshiba and SanDisk/Western Digital, hold-

ing a combined 95% market share. 

Nowadays, it is unlikely that the memory 

market could consolidate further. No signifi-

cant mergers or acquisitions were recorded in 

2018 in the DRAM industry. The major event 

in the NAND business was the sale of Toshiba’s 

memory unit to an investment group led by 

Bain Capital and including Apple, SK Hynix, 

Dell, Kingston and Seagate.

Meanwhile, Chinese players could become 

a threat and might trigger a new phase of mar-

ket consolidation in the long term (Figure 1). 

In China, central and local governments, in 

partnership with a number of private players, 

are investing billions of dollars to develop a 

local semiconductor memory ecosystem. Ob-

jectives are to:

• Bridge the gap between domestic produc-

tion and consumption,

• Reduce dependency on the supply of global 

memory companies, 

• Fulfill huge memory chip demand in strong 

growth segments like mobile/ wireless, 

consumer, servers, AI, IoT, and automotive.

In the NAND business, Yangtze Memory 

Technologies Co. (YMTC) is the most likely 

to succeed out of all the publicly-known Chi-

nese memory players, thanks to significant 

financial backing from government invest-

ment funds and a head start on R&D and 

manufacturing. The company’s volume pro-

duction of 64-layer 3D NAND devices based 

on the newly-developed XtackingTM tech-

nology is expected to take off in the second 

half of 2019.

On the other hand, DRAM in China is still 

in the technology-development phase. DRAM 

manufacturing is incredibly difficult and it will 

likely take a while longer for China to achieve 

competitive parity with the rest of the industry.

Yole Développement (Yole) expects that 

significant output from Chinese vendors could 

reach the market in 2020 for NAND, likely lat-

er for DRAM. Meanwhile, stand-alone NOR 

will remain the most solid 

memory business in China 

thanks to a well-developed 

local supply-chain system. 

In coming years, a possible 

relaxation of the China-US 

trade tension might open 

up new opportunities for 

China to acquire key com-

panies across the memory 

supply chain, which could 

reinforce China’s position in 

the semiconductor memory 

industry.

Memory activities at 

Yole Group are supported 

by a dedicated team includ-

ing PhD and MBA qualified industry veter-

ans from Yole Développement, System Plus 

Consulting and KnowMade. They daily col-

lect information, identify trends, challenges, 

emerging markets, and competitive environ-

ments. They turn that information into results 

and give their customer a complete picture of 

the memory industry’s landscape.

With this strong market positioning within 

the memory industry, the Group proposes for 

the 1st time, an Executives Breakfast, prior the 

Flash Memory Summit on August 6, from 7:00 

AM to 9:30 AM. Titled “Executives Breakfast 

– Memory industry: What could happen in 

the future?” ,this event is a great opportunity 

to get a comprehensive picture of the memory 

industry and debate with analysts and indus-

trial experts. Program & registration are now 

available on i-micronews.com.

Figure 1. A map of the key memory players in China. 

Memory Industry: A New Phase of Consolidation 
Due to The Entrance of Chinese Players 
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SEMI today yesterday at SEMICON West 2019 

the election of Kazuo Ushida, Chairman of the 

Board, Representative Director, Nikon Corpo-

ration, as a new member of the 

SEMI International Board. In 

addition, SEMI confirmed the 

re-election of six current members to the SEMI 

International Board of Directors in accordance 

with the association’s by-laws.

The following six Board members were re-

elected for two-year terms:

• Michael Allison, CEO, VAT

• Bertrand Loy, president and CEO, Entegris

• Daisuke Murata, president and CEO, 

Murata Machinery

• Stephen Schwartz, president and CEO, 

Brooks Automation

• Kyu Dong (KD) Sung, CEO, EO Technics

• Xinchao Wang, Honorary Chairman, 

JCET

The SEMI Executive Committee confirmed 

Bertrand Loy, president and CEO of Entegris, 

as chairman of the SEMI Executive Commit-

tee. SEMI also confirmed Kev-

in Crofton, president of SPTS 

and corporate vice president 

at Orbotech, as vice-chairman. 

The leadership appointments and the elect-

ed board members’ tenure become effective 

at the annual SEMI membership meeting on 

July 10, during SEMICON West 2019 in San 

Francisco, California.  

“The SEMI Board of Directors is com-

prised of global business leaders who repre-

sent SEMI members and the industry, ensur-

ing that SEMI develops and delivers member 

value in all regions,” said SEMI president and 

CEO Ajit Manocha. “We congratulate the 

newly elected and re-elected members and 

greatly appreciate all of our board members’ 

contributions to the industry.”

SEMI’s 17 voting directors and 11 emeri-

tus directors represent companies from Eu-

rope, China, Japan, Korea, North America, 

and Taiwan, reflecting the global scope of the 

association’s activities. SEMI directors are 

elected by the general membership as voting 

members of the board and can serve a total of 

five two-year terms.

SEMI Announces Election and 
Re-Election of Board Members

Nikon’s Kazuo Ushida
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“CIS has become a key market segment in the 

semiconductor industry, reaching US$15.5 

billion in 2018”, asserts Chenmeijing Liang, 

Technology & Market Analyst, Photonics, 

Sensing and Display at Yole Développement 

(Yole). And Yole’s analyst adds: “And it should 

exceed 3% of the total semiconductor sales”. 

This segment has seen Sony become a 

significant semiconductor player, alongside 

other CIS players 

such as Samsung, 

OVT, and ON Semi-

conductor. Innovative 

approaches like wafer 

stacking technologies 

have emerged specifi-

cally for CIS, and have 

become key develop-

ments for the semi-

conductor market in 

general. In the context 

of a fierce rivalry in the 

technology sector, 

imaging has become 

a key focal point of 

OEMs and the entire 

semiconductor supply 

chain (Figure 1).

The market re-

search & strategy consulting company an-

nounces today a new product, published in 

quarterly instalments. Titled CIS Service 

– Imaging Research, this monitor contains 

world-class research, data, and insights per-

taining to the imaging markets. With a full 

package including an Excel database with 

quarterly update on historical and forecast 

data, a PDF slide deck with graphs and anal-

ysis covering the expected evolution and a 

direct access to Yole’s analysts for one year. 

The new product powered by Yole, proposes 

a detailed description of the CIS markets’ evo-

lution in terms of revenue, shipments, capex, 

and near-term price evolution, as well as de-

mand per market segment and CIS technol-

ogy evolution. NIR (near infrared) sensing 

is also included in this quarterly imaging 

monitor, as well as detailed profiles of main 

suppliers.

In 2007, smartphones began disrupting the 

imaging market and its corresponding technol-

ogy. Just five years later, the production peak 

for digital still-cameras was reached, and 

phones became the primary imaging device 

for consumers. “New use-cases linked to social 

media began fueling the need for high-quality 

rear (world-facing) cameras for photography, 

quickly followed by front (selfie) cameras for 

videos and top-grade photography”, details 

Pierre Cambou, Principal Analyst, Imaging 

at Yole.

2015 – 2017 saw additional cameras at-

tached, either to extend the zoom capability on 

the rear or to provide 3D biometric interaction 

on the front. Pierre Cambou adds: “In 2019, 3D 

rear cameras are pushing the trend further to 

the back, improving the photographic experi-

ence and making inroads into AR (augmented 

reality) applications.”

In 2019, the overall attachment rate for CIS 

cameras per phone is moving towards in aver-

age of 2.5 units per phone, and the growth rate 

for CIS attachment will rise from 6.5% to 7.8% 

from 2019 to 2021. Amidst stagnant smart-

phone volume, CIS attachment 

rate is a central, successful strat-

egy for main smartphone OEMs 

like Apple, Huawei, and Samsung.

Alongside mobile, which is the main appli-

cation market with 70% of all CIS sales, secu-

rity and automotive are experiencing double-

digit growth and have grown into billion-dollar 

CIS segments.

So what do the upcoming quarters hold? 

2019 looks slightly different than 2018, con-

firm Yole’s analysts with the new tool, CIS 

Service – Imaging Research. With a low Q1, 

the CIS market faces 

a slowly eroding ASP 

(average selling price) 

since most players can 

now match Sony’s 

proposition. Never-

theless, the market re-

mains constrained in 

terms of capacity, with 

capex the main limit-

ing factor since cus-

tomers always want 

more CIS cameras. 

The outlook though 

remains very positive. 

Yole announce a range 

of 10% year-on-year in 

2019 and 8% over the 

long-term. In 2024, 

CIS is heading for 

US$24 billion. Without doubt, the CIS indus-

try is still showing a bright future…

These results will be presented in Shen-

zhen, China beginning of September. There-

fore, Yole is proud to collaborate once more 

with the China International Optoelectronic 

Expo (CIOE) to organize a new edition of the 

Executive Forums on Photonics, from Sep-

tember 4 to 6, 2019 in Shenzhen, alongside 

the 21th CIOE. 

4 dedicated sessions have been planned: IR 

imaging – Si photonics – LiDAR – 3D sensing. 

List of speakers is impressive: HIK Vision, HP 

Electronics, Innoviz, Intel, LGE, Oxford In-

struments, Sicoya, System Plus Consulting, 

Teem Photonics, ULIS, Valeo, Yole Développe-

ment and more… Program & registration on 

i-micronews.com.

Figure 1. The CIS segment has seen Sony become a significant semiconductor player, 
alongside other CIS players such as Samsung, OVT, and ON Semiconductor

CMOS Image Sensors: Expect a 10.1% 
Year-on-Year Growth Rate for 2019

https://www.i-micronews.com/products/cmos-image-sensor-service-camera-module-research/
https://www.i-micronews.com/products/cmos-image-sensor-service-camera-module-research/
https://www.i-micronews.com/executive-forums-on-photonics-2019
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Pfeiffer Vacuum’s ASM 390 and 

ASM 392 are leak detection solu-

tions adapted to the semiconduc-

tor and display industries as well 

as to other demanding applications 

where rapid pump down and high 

sensitivity is key. Both models are 

Semi S2 compliant. The leak detec-

tors are fitted with a dry frictionless 

backing pump and a powerful high 

vacuum pump, making them the 

ideal tools for leak testing of vari-

ous components in clean environ-

ments.

Equipped with an additional 

turbopump, the ASM 392 will 

speed up the leak detection pro-

cess to reduce the downtime of the 

production equipment. The ASM 

390 and ASM 392 have been devel-

oped to provide full confidence in 

leak testing regardless of operator 

knowledge. They deliver accurate 

results in minimal time, making 

them highly efficient in the field.

ASM 390 and ASM 392 are 

uniquely ergonomic with a conve-

nient size and height, a secondary 

handle in the front, a fully rotat-

able, removable display, an inlet 

in the front for easy connection to 

test ports and maneuverability for 

access to all testing areas, even in 

tight spaces.

Thanks to a wide, clear color 

touch panel display, an integrated 

toolbox with modular compart-

ments and storage space for vacu-

um bellows, leak detection can be 

very easy.
Pfeiffer Vacuum mobile leak detectors ASM 390 and ASM 392 for 
rapid pump down and short response times on large test objects.

New Mobile  
Leak Detectors

That’s why when it comes to your gas 

purification needs, only the most capable 

partner will do. For more than two decades, 

Advanced Research Manufacturing (ARM) has 

delivered the bulk and point-of-use purifiers 

innovators need to meet their most stringent purity 

requirements. Now, together with Applied Energy 

Systems (AES), we’re delivering solutions that are 

more comprehensive and capable than ever.

SO MUCH
MORE THAN
A COMPONENT.

Your gas purifiers are crucial to 
upholding the integrity of your 
mission-critical processes.

Learn how ARM and AES are together 
transforming gas purification at 
www.appliedenergysystems.com/pure

ARM PURIFICATION
BY APPLIED ENERGY SYSTEMS

https://www.appliedenergysystems.com/pure/
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In previous bulletins we discussed the problem 

of partially-defective, marginal die that are still 

functional enough to pass final electrical test. 

Some of these “walking wounded” chips get 

past final testing, but in the customer’s end 

product, under ongoing stress, they may fail. 

This is a particularly serious issue with au-

tomotive, medical and other customers who 

demand maximum long-term device reliability.

The semiconductor industry has long used 

a process known as digital guardbanding to 

ink-off suspect die. This updates the die coordi-

nates on the wafer map preventing shipment of 

suspect die. Guardbanding removes marginal 

die and also takes out additional die around the 

edges of clearly identified defective die, this 

added insurance is known as a “buffer.”

To accomplish this, neighboring-die algo-

rithms may be used to automatically search 

wafer maps and apply guardbanding based 

upon proximity to known bad die. For example, 

in Figure 1, guardbanding might have been 

used to remove the questionable “good” area 

(indicated by arrow) within the scratch zone.

Putting guardbanding  
to work earlier
To date, guardbanding has been used primar-

ily at end-of-line 

testing — but it can 

also play a critical 

role during in-line 

inspection. That’s 

because final inspec-

tions can still miss a 

variety of defects 

that occur earlier in 

line. For example, 

certain in-line prob-

lems can get covered 

over by subsequent 

processing steps and 

become very difficult 

to detect later. For 

this reason, in-line macro defect inspection 

and in-line guardbanding have 

become essential complements 

to traditional micro inspections 

and electrical testing.

In-line macro 
defect inspection 
and guardbanding 
— at high speed
With today’s generation of ultra-

high speed automated macro 

inspection tools, such as the Ea-

gleView from Microtronic, fabs 

can now inspect every wafer in the 

lot — without need for sampling 

or recipes. This allows fabs to in-

spect many more wafers at many 

more processing steps — to correct process 

and equipment issues sooner, and to save more 

wafers from being scrapped or affected in an 

excursion. And in addition to identifying in-

line macro defects, EagleView also makes it 

easier to guardband those defects…

Some fabs still use a hand-drawn paper 

tracing system to enable guardbanding, which 

is time consuming and inaccurate. With the 

EagleView platform, guardbanding is per-

formed directly on a high-resolution wafer 

image, for maximum precision and ease.

The tool may be set to automatically add 

guardbanding to some defects, or an operator 

may add guardbanding selectively to specific 

defects. Some types of scratches, for example, 

may scatter particles onto surrounding die. 

Figure 2a shows a scratch detected by macro 

inspection. Figure 2b shows the same wafer at 

wafer probe, and Figure 2c shows the scratch 

with guardbanding added.

Integrating defect data 
from more sources
The macro inspection tool produces a true 

high-resolution, permanent-record image of 

every wafer, which builds a powerful, com-

prehensive database of defect information for 

the fab (Figure 3). These files provide a rich 

and valuable data resource for end-of-line test-

ing, for root cause analysis of current in-line 

Figure 1. Guardbanding can remove these questionable 
mid-scratch die.

Figure2a. Scratch defect detected by macro inspection.
Figure 2b. Same defect at wafer probe
Figure 2c. Wafer probe with guardbanding.

How “Guardbanding” of Inline Wafer Defects  
Can Improve Chip Reliability Insurance

Figure 3a. A photo hotspot detected by macro inspection.
Figure 3b. At wafer probe with stepper shot guardbanded.
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problems or to refer to at any time in the future.

Importantly, the EagleView system can also 

import KLARF files from micro-inspection 

tools (Figure 4a) and overlay them onto the Ea-

gleView image (Figure 4b) where a user-defined 

buffer can be applied real-time. The wafer probe 

map is displayed in Figure 4c, and Figure 4d 

shows the resulting guardbanded wafer probe 

map. EagleView can use SEMI standard G85 

wafer maps or apply a translator for legacy 

probe map systems. 

Doing more to enhance 
chip quality 
Today, there are still many ways for defects 

to slip through final testing and get shipped 

to customers. However, in-line macro defect 

inspection and guardbanding are important 

and powerful tools that can help fabs to catch 

more problems earlier — to improve chip re-

liability, reduce returns and keep customers 

happier.

Figure 4a. KLARF file from micro inspection.
Figure 4b. KLARF file overlaying EagleView wafer image.

Figure 4c. Probe map of the same wafer.
Figure 4d. Wafer probe map with guardbanding.

DuPont Electronics & Imaging announced 

three new chemistries to support advanced 

semiconductor fabrication: DuPont™ EKC™ 

PCMP2110 cleaner, EKC™ PCMP3210 cleaner 

and EKC™ 590 CuSolve™ remover.

DuPont’s EKC Technology group develops 

materials for precision cleaning and surface 

preparation in semiconductor fabrication 

processes including front- and back-end-of-

line wafer processes, packaging and assem-

bly. These new expansions to the EKC cleans 

portfolio address a number of complex chal-

lenges associated with advanced technology 

node processes, where the number of pro-

cess steps has increased. EKC™ PCMP2110 

and EKC™ PCMP3210 are new chemistries 

for post-chemical mechanical planarization 

(CMP) cleaning, whereas EKC™ 590 CuSolve™ 

is a new offering for post-etch residue removal.

The most recent of the three new innova-

tions, EKC™ PCMP2110 is formulated for 

emerging logic and memory CMP processes 

that use ceria-based slurries. At advanced 

nodes, cleaning after ceria CMP is challeng-

ing due to increasingly higher removal rate 

requirements and the small ceria particle size. 

EKC™ PCMP2110 provides better post-CMP 

(PCMP) cleaning performance than special-

ized cleans used in the marketplace today, 

while also making it possible to eliminate post 

wet bench commodity clean steps such as sul-

furic peroxide mixture (SPM) or sulfuric acid.

EKC™ PCMP3210 is DuPont’s first offering 

for tungsten PCMP, designed for sub 14nm 

FinFet logic. Compatible with tungsten in 

an alkaline formulation, EKC™ PCMP3210 

effectively cleans dielectric layers after CMP 

(such as silicon nitride and TEOS), prevent-

ing corrosion within very tight specifications. 

EKC™ PCMP3210 has already been adopted by 

a number of manufacturers at advanced nodes.

“As customers move to advanced node pro-

cesses for both memory and logic, the number 

of CMP steps increases and it becomes even 

more critical to have efficient in-line cleaning,” 

said Douglas Holmes, EKC Business Director, 

DuPont Electronics & Imaging. “With the in-

troduction of our two newest PCMP products, 

we can help our customers reduce overall pro-

cess complexity and protect wafer yields.”

Augmenting DuPont’s post-etch removal 

chemistry portfolio, EKC™ 590 CuSolve™ is 

the first commercial post-etch cleaning prod-

uct designed for use in creating copper inter-

connects at the 7nm node and beyond. Du-

Pont’s removal chemistry eliminates reactive 

ion etch (RIE) residues and residues from the 

titanium nitride masks used in the etch pro-

cess, while also etching aluminum nitride for 

subsequent copper metal filling, all in a single 

efficient step. EKC™ 590 is compatible with 

both copper and cobalt and is also backward 

compatible with mature technology nodes.

“With EKC™ 590, customers can remove 

titanium nitride hard mask and post-RIE res-

idues, etch aluminum nitride and complete 

in-situ cleaning in a single quick step,” said 

Robert Auger, Ph.D., Removal Chemistry 

R&D Director, DuPont Electronics & Imag-

ing. “We’re pleased to bring our customers a 

first-to-market cleaning solution for sub 7nm 

nodes that enables them to create highly reli-

able copper interconnects.”

All three new products are available glob-

ally for sampling.  

DuPont Introduces Three  
New Cleaning Chemistries 
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Leti, a research institute of CEA Tech, and Uni-

tySC, a wholly owned subsidiary of FOGALE 

Nanotech Group and a leader in inspection and 

metrology solutions for advanced semiconduc-

tor packaging, today announced a four-year 

extension of their collaboration to further ad-

vance metrology-inspection capabilities per 

tool, while reducing the tools’ footprint and 

cost of ownership.

CEA-Leti and UnitySC have been working on 

the development of a metrology-inspection plat-

form for the past four years. The initial targeted 

applications were 3D integration modules, spe-

cialty bonding, and CMP. So far, the collabora-

tion has helped advance UnitySC’s system from 

a table-top tool to a fully automated 200-300 mm 

Swiss Army knife-like platform that has shown 

very good performance during the validation 

phase. Today, UnitySC and CEA-Leti extend 

this collaboration to finalize the improvement of 

the platform and enhance its application space. 

The extended collaboration also will ad-

dress smarter tools for Industry 4.0. CEA-Leti 

and UnitySC will specifically work towards 

improving the platform’s ease of use and reli-

ability, enhancing the multi-sensor approach 

of today tools, and bringing intelligence to the 

platform by adding innovative artificial intel-

ligence (AI) approaches.

This new generation of the platform, an-

nounced during SEMICON West, will allow 

users to tackle several control problems on 

different applications. These include buried 

interface defects on Si and GaN, and SiC edge 

defectivity control, as well as etch and rough-

ness, bonded wafers and chip-to-wafer align-

ment, among others.

CEA-Leti and UnitySC Announce 
Further Collaboration

ZEISS recently unveiled a new suite of high-

resolution 3D X-ray imaging solutions for fail-

ure analysis (FA) of advanced semiconductor 

packages, including 2.5/3D and fan-out wafer-

level packages. The new ZEISS systems include 

the Xradia 600-series Versa and Xradia 800 

Ultra X-ray microscopes (XRM) for submicron 

and nanoscale package FA, respectively, as well 

as the new Xradia Context microCT. With the 

addition of these new systems to its existing 

family of products, ZEISS now provides the 

broadest portfolio of 3D X-ray imaging tech-

nologies serving the semiconductor industry.

As the semiconductor industry approaches 

the limits of CMOS scaling, semiconductor 

packaging needs to help bridge the perfor-

mance gap. To continue producing ever-small-

er and faster devices with lower power require-

ments, the semiconductor industry is turning 

to package innovation through 3D stacking of 

chips and other novel packaging formats. This 

drives increasingly complex package archi-

tectures and new manufacturing challenges, 

along with increased risk of package failures. 

Furthermore, since the physical location of 

failures is often buried within these complex 

3D structures, conventional methods for vi-

sualizing failure locations are becoming less 

effective. New techniques are required to ef-

ficiently isolate and determine the root cause 

of failures in these advanced packages.

To address these needs, ZEISS has devel-

oped a new suite of 3D X-ray imaging solu-

tions that provides submicron and nanoscale 

3D images of features and defects buried 

within intact structures in advanced package 

3D architectures. This is enabled by rotating 

a sample and capturing a series of 2D X-ray 

images from different perspectives, followed 

by reconstruction of 3D volumes using sophis-

ticated mathematical models and algorithms. 

An unlimited number of virtual cross-sections 

of the 3D volume may be viewed from any angle 

– providing valuable insight of failure locations 

prior to physical failure analysis (PFA). The 

combination of submicron and nanoscale 

XRM solutions from ZEISS provides a unique 

FA workflow that can significantly enhance FA 

success rates. ZEISS’s new Xradia Context 

microCT offers high contrast and resolution 

in a large field of view, using projection-based 

geometric magnification, and is fully upgrad-

able to Xradia Versa.

Xradia 600-series Versa is the next gen-

eration of 3D XRM for non-destructive imag-

ing of localized defects within intact advanced 

semiconductor packages. It excels in structural 

and FA applications for process development, 

yield improvement and construction analysis. 

Based on the award-winning Versa platform 

with Resolution at a Distance (RaaD) capabili-

ty, Xradia 600-series Versa offers unsurpassed 

performance for high-resolution imaging of 

larger samples at long working distances to 

determine root causes of defects and failures in 

packages, circuit boards and 300 mm wafers. 

It can easily visualize defects associated with 

package-level failures, such as cracks in bumps 

or microbumps, solder wetting problems or 

through silicon via (TSV) voids. The 3D visual-

ization of defects prior to PFA reduces artifacts 

and guides cross-section orientations, leading 

to improved FA success rates. 

Xradia 800 Ultra brings 3D XRM to the 

nanoscale realm, producing images of buried 

features with nanoscale spatial resolution 

while preserving the volume integrity of the 

region of interest. Applications include pro-

cess analysis, construction analysis and defect 

analysis of ultra-fine-pitch flip chip and bump 

connections – enabling process improvement 

for ultra-fine-pitch package and back-end-of-

line (BEOL) interconnects. Xradia 800 Ul-

tra enables visualization of the texture and 

volume of solder consumed by intermetallic 

compounds in fine-pitch copper pillar micro-

bumps. Defect sites are preserved during im-

aging, enabling targeted follow-up analysis by 

a variety of techniques. 

Xradia Context microCT is a new sub-

micron-resolution 3D X-ray microCT system 

based on the Versa platform. It is designed for 

high-resolution imaging of packages at short 

working distances with high throughput. 

ZEISS Launches High-resolution 
3D X-ray Imaging Solutions
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By 2020 electronic devices will account for 

over 35% of the manufacturing cost of an au-

tomobile, and by 2030, that number is expected 

to rise to 50%. Tens of thousands of cars are 

manufactured each day, with each car using 

thousands of chips — and if even one of those 

chips fails in the field it may have disastrous 

consequences: loss of life, vehicle recalls, ma-

jor litigation, loss of company reputation and 

market share and more — potentially totaling 

billions of dollars.

As a result, carmakers are demanding 

greater assurances of chip reliability from their 

suppliers. Now, instead of parts-per-million 

failure rates they are demanding parts-per-

billion levels. And they are insisting that Zero 

Defect strategies be implemented. So, how do 

you accomplish that? 

Macro defects can 
become invisible
Fabs have long understood the correlation 

between wafer yields and chip reliability, so 

they have used baseline yield improvement as 

the primary means and metric for increasing 

chip reliability. But that has not been enough. 

Certain defects need to be detected earlier in 

line because some of them are evading end-

of-line inspection — and becoming reliability 

“time bombs” that may go off later in the field! 

Part of the challenge has been limited wa-

fer sampling. Because of time and cost con-

straints, micro defect inspection is usually 

only used to sample one or two wafers per lot, 

and only after certain steps. This sampling 

aims to monitor baseline defectivity, and it 

assumes that all other significant defects will 

be caught at end-of-line defect inspection and 

electrical testing.

However, many types of defects, including 

many macro defects, only occur intermittently. 

These are frequently missed by sampling. And 

when they are not flagged in time they can be 

covered over by subsequent process steps, of-

ten becoming invisible to later inspection. See 

the “disappearing” macro defect in Figure 1.

Because Microtronic’s EagleView is an excep-

tionally fast macro defect inspection system, it 

enables fabs to macro-inspect all of the wafers 

in a lot, without recipes, in just a few minutes. 

So there is no need for sampling. Consequent-

ly, EagleView can be used after many more 

process steps, to catch more problems much 

earlier in line. So fabs can take more effective 

corrective actions much sooner... To rework 

wafers rather than scrapping them later. Or 

to take problem tools off-line for repair before 

they cause further damage.

Net result: 100% macro inspection can in-

crease yields while also reducing costs. And, 

very importantly, it can catch many more time-

bomb reliability defects and keep them from 

becoming disasters later on in the field.Figure 1. When defects are not flagged in time they can be covered over by subsequent process 
steps, often becoming invisible to later inspection.

How to Catch More “Disappearing” Latent Defects

SEMI and Semiconductor Digest today an-

nounced the recipient of the 2019 “Best of 

West” Award. The award recognizes important 

product and technology developments in the 

electronics manufacturing supply chain. Held 

in conjunction with SEMICON West, the larg-

est and most influential electronics manufac-

turing exposition in North America, the Best 

of West finalists were selected based on their 

financial impact on the industry, engineering or 

scientific achievement, and/or societal impact.

The winner is the CyberOptics NanoReso-

lution MRS Sensor. The proprietary MRS 

sensor technology, deemed best-in-class,  

enables metrology-grade accuracy by inhibiting 

optical measurement distortions and reflections. 

CyberOptics’ unique sensor architecture simul-

taneously captures and transmits multiple im-

ages in parallel while proprietary 3D fusing algo-

rithms merge the images. The result is ultra-high 

quality 3D images and high-speed inspection.

“There’s a big emphasis on metrology at 

this year’s SEMICON West,” said Pete Sing-

er, Editor-in-Chief of Semiconductor Digest. 

“The CyberOptics MRS Sensor is a great ex-

ample of a fantastic new tool now available to 

semiconductor manufacturers.”

Congratulations to CyberOptics on their win-

ning entry. The award will be presented during 

SEMICON West on Wednesday, July 10, 2019.

More than 23,000 professionals from the 

electronics manufacturing supply chain are 

expected to attend SEMICON West, the flag-

ship event for the U.S. semiconductor industry. 

Learn more atwww.semiconwest.org.
Platinum Sponsors for SEMICON West 
are Applied Materials, KLA, Lam and TEL, 
plus other top sponsors AEM Singapore, 
ASE, Burr & Forman LLP, Edwards, eSili-
con Corporation, SAP and Silvaco. More 
information is available on the SEMICON 
West 2019 website. Follow SEMICON 
West and the AI Design Forum on 
Twitter: @SEMIconex – #SEMICONWest, 
#AIDesignForum

Semiconductor Digest and  
SEMI Announce the 2019  
Best of West Award Winner

CyberOptics’ Nanoresolution MRS Sensor

https://u7061146.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=84Em28S1K9SvtzcUtu04Ehcwh1unW2IrIxiPKMo5tcMFYl58my5RmTpkYmoRpcwU_S5RDwWCyWj3vMc9oYRlYRA2cuSfJFUl74eeCbn-2BsptGXvibbgx5SZZpGCpw-2FbtRWb4er3Q2JWjeMh4f403-2Bjqh7OnD-2FgpvRdRUUU-2F-2F9d0IAcyFZXOfLkzfXk4QyEpgNCNi0S3GlH5LWjlLdo7BM1N5NtjZOVx13RsWbdthgNdrpfOe7PB3KZSEOZ7KBZzEk45Q82bnaKv87IF4hpdvNIvw8QpzkGMCRLcMP3GTV1VIN-2Fes7Nv-2F-2BuGeA0Htydc93ZUYyMTK9GBnRR2cG85vFWB5KIxphMMrARFQQb1fZQsNEtXLTTpqepqijpRmqWa-2BrOL3cDYlOMOvQt4SLpUcCqmzuN9fVn0ESUEI0v58du9sM-3D
https://u7061146.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=84Em28S1K9SvtzcUtu04Ehcwh1unW2IrIxiPKMo5tcOs7RLokWqe3bsIbHJvjoBR_S5RDwWCyWj3vMc9oYRlYRA2cuSfJFUl74eeCbn-2BsptGXvibbgx5SZZpGCpw-2FbtRWb4er3Q2JWjeMh4f403-2Bjqh7OnD-2FgpvRdRUUU-2F-2F9d0IAcyFZXOfLkzfXk4QyEpgNCNi0S3GlH5LWjlLdo7BM1N5NtjZOVx13RsWbdthgNdrpfOe7PB3KZSEOZ7KBZzEk45Q82bnaKv87IF4hpdvNIv9vT8eicJ-2FrQzytdUNqPzrSh8-2BzrAYj4iBuTi7j6DsdTMN0ogTf3wvtZDSWXsTWKGYgi9yX63KdHbYy4YfOyzNNTEdj6RC48X5hPNeO6kvpme0eCOSP2BkX8UKdlcR7pOo8bcTlrKvDPdziS8wDoPjw-3D
https://u7061146.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=84Em28S1K9SvtzcUtu04Ehcwh1unW2IrIxiPKMo5tcOs7RLokWqe3bsIbHJvjoBR_S5RDwWCyWj3vMc9oYRlYRA2cuSfJFUl74eeCbn-2BsptGXvibbgx5SZZpGCpw-2FbtRWb4er3Q2JWjeMh4f403-2Bjqh7OnD-2FgpvRdRUUU-2F-2F9d0IAcyFZXOfLkzfXk4QyEpgNCNi0S3GlH5LWjlLdo7BM1N5NtjZOVx13RsWbdthgNdrpfOe7PB3KZSEOZ7KBZzEk45Q82bnaKv87IF4hpdvNIv9vT8eicJ-2FrQzytdUNqPzrSh8-2BzrAYj4iBuTi7j6DsdTMN0ogTf3wvtZDSWXsTWKGYgi9yX63KdHbYy4YfOyzNNTEdj6RC48X5hPNeO6kvpme0eCOSP2BkX8UKdlcR7pOo8bcTlrKvDPdziS8wDoPjw-3D
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